
The 7 rules of Practice!!
By Peter Sugden !

Recently I facilitated a seminar with a group of golfers and the question of practice arose. 
Several people exclaimed that they did not bother practicing because they played worse when 

they did. This statement highlights some interesting 
questions. Is it that the concept of practice itself is 
innately bad or is it the way these people approached 
their practice that causes them problems? 
To occasional golfers a practice session is typically 
unusual and can create expectations often causing 
uncertainty and tension in their next round. People think 
that hitting a few straight balls at the driving range 
directly translates to an improved performance in a 
game. Hitting balls in the controlled atmosphere of a 
driving range is much less daunting to most than lining 
up a ball in the rough seventy five metres from a fast 
green. 
Practice can be an extremely worthwhile added 
experience to improving your game, but it must be seen 

in perspective. To some degree the more you practice the 
better your skills become. But, improving your skills in reality does not follow a diagonal line 
upwards. It’s more like the share price of a blue chip company. There are peaks and troughs 
but over time you can see a gradual incline appearing. The expectations you have of your 
game must align with the amount of time you devote to improving it. If there is an 
incompatibility you will never be satisfied with what you achieve. 
Try exploring your game, consider the “7” rules of effective practice “AKKLACH”. !
RULE 1: “Assess your game”!
Before starting what concerns you most and how much time have you got? 
RULE 2: “Keep things meaningful”!
Always select clubs and shots that have relevance to your game. Visualise yourself playing at 
your course with each shot you hit. 
RULE 3: “KISS”!
Keep It Simple Stupid. Break your sessions up into woods, long irons and short irons. Replicate 
club selection as you play a par 5. 
RULE 4: “Learn before using”!
Never try something in a game that you have not practiced extensively first. Smart golf is all 
about making decisions that will give you the highest chance of success. 
RULE 5: “A little regularly”!
It’s far more effective practicing a little bit frequently than spending slabs of time irregularly. 
RULE 6: “Concentrate”!
Make each ball you hit count. Know what you want to achieve out of every swing and focus all 
your attention on what you see, hear and feel. You want to build awareness. 
RULE 7: “Have a goal”!
Before each practice session determine some goal you want to achieve. As a result you will be 
able to assess afterwards whether you were successful at achieving it. !
Practice is not meant to be a chore. If you keep it relevant it will be enjoyable and you will find it 
can add a new dimension to your golfing experience.


